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ispring suite is the most complete toolkit, if your
business is one that can benefit from using online
courses. you can use it to create your own courses,
or you can just use it to use in-house courses, or you
can create in-house courses, plus use them online.
we have to admit that the program is a bit
expensive, but in the end it also saves you a lot of
time and effort. and to save you even more time,
theres a free trial version available. to sum up: if
you have a business that wants to improve its online
courses, ispring suite is the best tool for the job. i
have tested its capabilities with a full course in
english, and i can honestly say that it is easy to use.
the authoring toolkit itself is designed for windows.
ispring suite 9 is not macos compatible, so it can
only be integrated with windows-based microsoft
powerpoint (there are, however, 32 and 64-bit
versions). nevertheless, mac users dont have to give
up; they can use ispring via bootcamp, so theres no
problem. in fact, ispring can also be easily used (and
surprisingly quickly) in parallels desktop. the only
problem here is the quality of camera video
recording, but even a screencast video can be easily
recorded using a virtual machine. the editing
process is also faster, since microsoft has optimized
the latest version of powerpointapart from the gobs
of toolbars and clumsy open / save windows, the ms
office suite is not that bad!and the ispring suite
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modules also work well, even when dealing with
multiple objects. there are, of course, some gaps;
for example, the quizzes and interactions could be
more customizable.
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the new ispring connectonnects theispring suite to
microsoft office. no longer do students need to sign
up for accounts on social networks and then attach

external courses to their accounts for them to
receive their online certifications and achievements.

students can now automatically receive their
credentials and achievements through their

organization's lms. a simple installation steps are
required. you can easily import any microsoft office

file, from ms word to excel, powerpoint, and
powerpoint. this makes it perfect for elearning. if

you already have all your files in the cloud, there is
no need to upload them to the cloud; you can simply

open them in ispring and publish them
straightaway. the ispring certified learning

management system (lms)provides a safe, reliable,
and secure environment for training sessions.

students can easily upload documents and interact
with them. additionally, they can leave their

personal data, such as information about their
elearning courses, on the cloud, which is then

available to their teachers. for starters, you can
create a catalog of your courses, as well as create a
personalized user profile. you can then easily search

through the courses in the system and view the
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courses you wish to offer to your students. the
course list has been enriched with a new design. the

course list is now accessible on tablets and smart
phones, and contains more than 12 new course
types: lectures, presentations, quizzes, tutorials,

articles, and videos. if, for any reason, you need to
move a course, or simply change the name, you can

easily do it in two clicks. users can now delete
courses, as well as, compare two courses. a new
type of exercises, known as exercises, has been
integrated, allowing users to create quizzes and

other interactive content. 5ec8ef588b
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